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The Skills 

That Matter
How we navigate the future
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Analytical Judgement

Creative thinking

Digital Intelligence 

Adaptability 

Social influence



The data behind this
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The next 5 years
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Evolving Skills

The skills, behaviours and 

abilities that we need to meet 

today’s environment.
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Closing the 

skil ls gap
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How IKEA Upskilled 8,500 Employees To

$1.4 Billion

→  8,500 call centre workers were transformed 

into interior design advisors.

→  Billie, the AI bot, effectively managed 47% of 

customer inquiries.

→  Sales through remote interior design 

consultations amounted to 1.3 billion euros 

(~$1.4 billion).

Source
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https://stealthesethoughts.com/2023/09/01/ikea-ai-drive-upskilling-strategy/


How Carrefour is upskilling 

320,000 employees

→  Carrefour aims for a  digital-first retail model

by 2026.

→  The 'Tous digital!' initiative equips all 

employees, notably frontline staff, with essential 

digital skills.

→  In 3 weeks they upskilled 60,000 employees, 

aligning with EU's 2023 Year of Skills.

→  Future plans include an exploration of 

emerging tech like Generative AI.

Source
Steal These Thoughts!

https://stealthesethoughts.com/2023/09/01/ikea-ai-drive-upskilling-strategy/


Reskilling in the Age of AI

1/ Reskilling is a  strategic imperative

2/ It’s the responsibility of every manager and leader 

3/ It is a  change management initiative

4/ Employees want to reskill - when it makes sense. 

5/ It takes a  village to make this happen

Source
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https://hbr.org/2023/09/reskilling-in-the-age-of-ai


Emerging

What you can do

Expiring

Evolving
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F i n a l  t h o u g h t s

→ The future is human

→ Focus on the skills that matter

→ Skills are underpinned by continuous learning and a  growth mindset

→ Deploy reskilling and upskilling programmes

Steal These Thoughts!
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